
Why join Ashurst Advance Reach?

ASHURST ADVANCE REACH – LEGAL FLEXIBLE RESOURCING SOLUTIONS

Ashurst Advance Reach is Ashurst's dedicated flexible 

legal resourcing platform. Reach has been established 

to provide Ashurst practice groups and their clients 

access to a high quality talent pool of lawyers across a 

wide range of levels and specialities, all account 

managed by a lead Senior Operations Manager within 

Ashurst Advance and supported by a collaboration 

with two leading external flexible resourcing providers. 

Reach also creates a platform which allows the firm to 

actively re-engage with our lawyer alumni who have 

chosen alternative career paths.

What can I expect as a Reach consultant?

Ashurst is a truly global firm with a reputation for high performance, a wealth of 

industry experience and a refreshingly open and diverse culture. As a Reach 

consultant we can offer you the chance to be part of a collaborative, respectful and 

inclusive team and to work alongside dynamic and committed professionals, tackle 

interesting challenges and have the satisfaction of knowing that you have worked in 

partnership with clients around the world to achieve their ambitions.

At Reach we pride ourselves on providing a personalised service to both our 

consultants and clients. We work in partnership to achieve the best outcomes for all. 

Choosing to work flexibly

At Reach we understand that many legal professionals now demand more flexibility in 

the way they chose to work and Reach seeks to provide this. 

The traditional pyramid-based resourcing model used by law firms for delivering legal 

work is becoming increasingly outdated and has proven to be inefficient. The NewLaw

model, on which Ashurst Advance is built, is to unbundle work into its component 

tasks and allocate each task to the resourcing layer most appropriately equipped to 

handle it, based upon their skills, experience and efficiency. Our Alternative 

Resourcing offering comprises a team of Legal Analysts, including our managed legal 

services, and Reach our flexible resourcing platform to provide greater flexibility and 

options to our clients and consultants .



In the legal sector, more traditional 

structures and career paths are giving 

way to new models, and what was once 

considered ‘alternative’ is fast becoming 

the norm. We believe firmly in the 

power of collaboration to find that 

optimal balance between flexibility, 

rigour and quality of work. Whether you 

are a seasoned legal contractor or 

completely new to the interim market, 

our resourcing team will help you to 

think creatively about your next move. 
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alexa.crawford@ashurst.com

How does it work?

Reach offers a diverse range of opportunities, ranging from ad hoc or ‘as needed’ 

basis to fixed project support and longer term assignments with a pre-determined 

duration. These opportunities will either be to support us internally at Ashurst or to 

support our clients.  

Key contacts and next steps

The Ashurst Advance Reach service is initially launching in the UK & Australian 

markets but will be expanded globally in time. If you would be interested in learning 

more about joining our flexible resourcing network then please contact our Senior 

Operations Manager, Alexa Crawford. 
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